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Introduction
Against the backdrop of a surging nickel price
(up over 50% year-to-date), Horizonte Minerals
(LSE:HZM & TSX:HZM) has made great progress
over the course of 2019 developing its major
Araguaia nickel project in Brazil. The company
aims to commence production

at the ferronickel mine by 2022. In this report we
do a deep dive into Araguaia, its background,
Horizonte’s two stage expansion plan and why the
project’s economics are so appealing.
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Araguaia: The Next Major Source
of Ferronickel Production
Located in Brazil, Araguaia is a tier one mining
project with a high-grade, scalable resource.
Horizonte is the sole owner of the asset and intends
to develop it as the country’s next major source of
production for ferronickel – an alloy that contains
c.30pc nickel and c.70pc iron.
Argauaia has two principal centres called Araguaia
Nickel South (ANS) and Araguaia Nickel North
(ANN). ANS hosts seven deposits called Pequizeiro,
Baião, Pequizeiro West, Jacutinga, Vila Oito East,
Vila Oito West and Vila Oito, while ANN hosts the
Vale do Sonhos deposit, one of the three deposits
acquired from Glencore in 2015-2016.
Importantly, the asset is based in a state called
Pará in northeast Brazil just south of the worldrenowned mining district of Carajás . The area is
known in particular for its vast iron ore industry.
Indeed, it is the location of the world’s largest
iron ore mine, the SLLD mine in Carajás, which is
owned by Brazilian miner Vale and holds 7.2 billion
metric tonnes of the metal in proven and probable
reserves.

As a result of the large amounts of mining activity
taking place in Carajás, Araguaia is fortunate to
have easy access to well-developed infrastructure
such as roads, rail, and low-cost hydroelectric
power. Horizonte expects to provide more than
1,000 local jobs during the project’s construction
phase and around 500 when it moves into
operation.
Brazil’s mining industry – which is responsible
for around 5pc of the country’s GDP – performed
well in 2019. The country’s ‘pro-business agenda’
is opening Brazil’s economy to foreign investors
and improving investor confidence. As a result,
the country’s Bovespa Stock Exchange hit record
highs leading Forbes to call it the ‘best stock
exchange to invest in right now’ in the first half of
2019.
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An Established, Low-risk Mining Process
In its plan to develop Araguaia and convert
the project into a successful mining operation,
Horizonte has adopted a prudent approach. The
company has built its model on well-established
mining techniques and technologies.
To begin with, Horizonte plans to use the openpit mining method for ferronickel extraction at
Araguaia. Ore will be transported to a separate
processing plant while topsoil will be stockpiled
separately so that mined areas can return to their
original use upon mine closure. Mining will centre
around a low-risk, established technology called a
Rotary Kiln and Electric Furnace (RKEF), which is
currently used in more than 40 operations globally.

The melted product – which contains c.30pc nickel
– is then transferred by ladle to the refining stage,
where it will be turned to ‘shotts’ with water,
screened, dried, and stockpiled. Finally, it is taken
to port on trucks where it is either bagged or loaded
into sea containers for shipping to customers.
A video presenting the Araguaia Project.

Ore mined from the open pit is blended, crushed,
and separated at Horizonte’s plant. The nickel and
iron pieces are then homogenised and partially
dried in a rotary dryer and fired with pulverised
coal. The ore is fed into a rotary kiln, where intense
heat completely dries and converts it into an
oxide called calcine. Following this, the calcine is
transferred to an electric furnace where it is further
reduced and ‘tapped’ at a heat of 1,500 degrees
centigrade.

Horizonte Minerals Araguaia Project
Process Block Diagram

Source: Horizonte Minerals Plc
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Ramping up Araguaia’s Potential
Araguaia contains a combined mineral resource of 119Mt at a grade of 1.27pc nickel. This is made up of a
measured resource of 18Mt at a grade of 1.44pc nickel and an indicated resource of 101Mt at a grade of
1.25pc.

Araguaia Mineral Resource Total
Measured
18Mt at 1.44pc nickel

Indicated
101Mt at 1.25pc nickel

Combined
119Mt at 1.27pc nickel
Source: Horizonte Minerals Plc

Horizonte took a significant step towards production at the end of last year when it released the result of a
feasibility study for Araguaia’s 27.2Mt mineral reserve. After an initial ramp-up period, the project’s plant is
expected to reach full capacity of approximately 900,000 tonnes of dry ore feed per year for 28 years. Then,
from this, it is expected to produce 52,000ts of ferronickel containing 14,500ts of nickel a year.
Using these assumptions alongside a flat nickel price of $14,000/t based on Wood Mackenzie’s short-term
forecasts, Horizonte’s initial feasibility study gave Araguaia an NPV of $401m and an IRR of 20.1pc. Free
cash flows after taxation are expected to come in at £1.6bn annually over Araguaia’s entire life of mine using
these assumptions. Meanwhile, the project is expected to carry an initial capital cost of $443m alongside a
cash cost of $3.72/lb – making it a low-cost producer and giving rise to a payback period of 4.2 years.
Of course, given nickel’s recent rise Araguaia’s economics improve considerably the greater the price, as
the table below shows:

Araguaia Stage 1 NPV8 Calculations
Nickel price/t (US$)
US$14,000/t
US$16,000/t
US$18,000/t
US$20,000/t

Net Present Value 8
calculation post tax
US$401m
US$643m
US$885m
US$1,127m

Internal Rate of
Return post tax
20.1%
25.9%
31.2%
36.2%

Free cash flow over Life of
Mine (after capital payback)
US$1.57bn
US$2.29bn
US$3.02bn
US$3.74bn
Source: Horizonte Minerals Plc

An NPV8 calculator for Araguaia can be found on Horizonte’s website here.
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Of course, it must be remembered that the Stage
1 calculation represents only a base-case estimate
for Araguaia. Horizonte has designed the project’s
process plant to allow for stage two expansion
through the addition of a second process line.

This upgrade, which would be financed in Araguaia’s
third year of operation from operational cash flow
keeping upfront capital costs unchanged, would
double production capacity to 29,000ts of nickel
per year.

Araguaia’s Two-stage Design
Designed for Stage 2:
Second RKEF process line
doubling production

Stage 1, FS design

Source: Horizonte Minerals Plc

Two months after the release of its base-case
feasibility study in October 2018, Horizonte
released a second ‘stage 2’ study to reflect the
potential offered by this expansion.

Using the same assumed flat $14,000/t nickel price,
the enlarged project is expected to generate cash
flows of $2.6bn over 26-year mine life. Meanwhile,
its NPV would be set to rise to $751m and its IRRR
to 23.8pc.

Araguaia Stage 2 NPV8 Calculations
Nickel price/t (US$)
US$14,000/t
US$16,000/t
US$18,000/t
US$20,000/t

Net Present Value 8
calculation post tax
US$741m
US$1.11bn
US$1.48bn
US$1.86bn

Internal Rate of
Return post tax
23.8%
29.6%
34.8%
39.5%

Free cash flow over Life of
Mine (after capital payback)
US$2.55bn
US$3.61bn
US$4.67bn
US$5.73bn
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Progress Securing Finance
Since posting its feasibility study and subsequent
expansion case on twin production lines, Horizonte
has focused on two key areas – advancing early
works at Araguaia and securing project funding.
On the former, the business was awarded a
construction licence in January 2019 by the Pará
State, and an energy decree guaranteeing national
grid access the following July.

The company received this initial payment on 21
October 2019.

Financing has also progressed alongside these derisking milestones, with the company hiring leading
mining financial adviser Endeavour Financial in
October. Horizonte managed a major leap here in
August 2019 when it revealed that it had found a
strategic partner in Orion Mine Finance.

Likewise, Horizonte has stated that the initial
deal bodes well for an ongoing partnership
as it pursues the remainder of its $443m preproduction capital cost requirement for Araguaia’s
stage one construction. The company’s target
for this financing package is 60-65pc debt with
the balance in equity and, as of August 2019, it
was in discussions with seven international banks
regarding a funding syndicate. Meanwhile, it is also
in ongoing dialogue with export credit agencies to
originate a government-backed credit line and has
received offtake interest from traders and stainlesssteel producers. All-in-all, these processes are
expected to take between nine and 12 months to
complete.

Orion – which boasts c.5.1bn of funds under
management - has a particularly strong track
record in financing successful mining construction
projects. Indeed, it has deployed c.$1.5bn in
royalties, streams, debt and equity over the past
three years alone. The financier has agreed to
provide Horizonte with an upfront cash payment of
$25m in exchange for a 2.25pc royalty at Araguaia
– applicable only to the first 426,429ts of nickel.

The news that Horizonte had received a nondiluting form of financing and a significant vote
of confidence from one of its sector’s most active
private equity groups was met with open arms by
investors.
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Buoyant Nickel Market Conditions
Beyond the opportunity for a stage two expansion,
the buoyant conditions currently present in in
the $20bn-a-year global nickel market present
the scope for a considerable enhancement of
Araguaia’s economics. At present, the two end
markets of most interest are stainless steel, which
makes up around two-thirds of demand, and
electric batteries.
As Araguaia produces ferronickel – what is known
as a ‘Class 2’ nickel product - Horizonte’s target
market for the project will be stainless steel, which
favours the metal due to its high iron content. This
nickel is used in the production of many different
end products, including, but not limited, to wind
turbines, solar panel, pipes, and food storage.
Although it is an established industry stainless
steel demand continues to grow, with production
slated to slated to increase by around 16pc by
2025, or 5pc a year.

Nickel’s use in Stainless Steel
Consumption as a Proportion of
Total Nickel Consumption

Indeed, analyst Wood Mackenzie anticipates an
increase in demand for the metal from the EV
sector of 1.23MMt by 2040. Put another way, the
share of global nickel demand taken by the electric
battery sector is expected to increase from 4pc in
2018 to more than 30pc in 2040.

Nickels use in Electric
Vehicle Batteries
Estimated Average Metal Use Per Vehicle4
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Naturally, when combined with the ongoing
growth of the global stainless-steel market, the
EV explosion is expected to lead in a huge jump
in total global nickel demand over coming years.
For example, Wood Mackenzie expects global
consumption of the metal to double in the two
decades rising to 4.074Mts by 2040.

Global refined Ni consumption (kt)

Source: Horizonte Minerals Plc

Meanwhile, the electric battery sector – which
notably covers EVs batteries and electric storage
– requires what is known as ‘Class 1’ nickel. With
the number of EVs on the road set to explode from
c.3m today to c.30m by 2030 – this area of demand
is expected to fundamentally change the structure
of the nickel market moving forward.

At the same time, the nickel market soon looks
set to face an imminent and significant supply
deficit. As a result of nickel price lows in recent
years, companies have been hesitant to invest in
advancing their related projects, putting stocks on
the London Metal Exchange (LME) at their lowest
level in over six years.
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International Nickel Supply Chain Problems
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As Horizonte CEO Jeremy Martin puts it:

“

LME Nickel Stock

Tonnes of nickel on the LME

Plugging this supply gap will no be easy. On
average, new nickel mines take between eightto-ten years to come online from early-stage
exploration. As such, Horizonte believes that this
is not a problem that can be fixed overnight and
is likely to place more supply-side pressure as
demand continues to grow.

The data we have
suggests that it takes on
average 8-10 years to
bring a large scale nickel
project into production.
This means that having
an advanced project
like Araguaia is a very
compelling position to be
in at this point in the nickel
cycle.

“

In addition to the LMEs declining stocks, this
there are significant issues on the horizon from the
world’s two largest nickel producing countries. The
largest, Indonesia, is set to ban the export of nickel
ore from 01 January 2020 and the second largest,
the Philippines, is experiencing supply problems of
its own. Here the country is experiencing subdued
growth, as old mines are restarted slowly, impeded
by stringent local environmental laws.

Source: Horizonte Minerals Plc
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Martin elaborates:

“

The growth of electric batteries in the electric car market creates
a supply issue – the nickel market needs to cater to an addition
500,000 to 1.3M tonnes by 2030. The result will be that more
nickel is taken away from the stainless-steel market. So, on top of
the 5pc annual growth in demand expected in stainless-steel each
year, supply is going to be limited and drawn into another direction
to supply EV batteries. This places supply pressure on both sides
of the nickel market and prices are expected to rise across the
nickel spectrum as a whole.

“

6%

Although Araguaia’s nickel cannot be used in electric batteries as it is not a ‘Class 1’ product, Horizonte
expects the project to benefit nevertheless from the sector’s rise. Indeed, as shown in the graph, the
expansion of the battery market is set to limit the supply of nickel available to other applications, impacting
the market as a whole.
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Vast Upside Potential
As you might expect, the sector-wide leap in nickel demand coupled with shrinking stocks is expected to
have a very positive impact on the metal’s price. Wood McKenzie forecasts an annual average deficit of 60kt
through to 2027 that will take nickel prices to $25,000/t by 2025 and $28,000/t by 2027.

Nickel price views
“From 2020 the battery opportunity will open up”
Forecast at US$17,600/t in 2021
Morgan Stanley Nickel Price
Forecast at US$16,600/t in 2021
“Nickel prices are expected to gradually move higher
over the next half decade as inventories normalize”
Forecast at US$16,600/t in 2021
Nickel is one of Macquarie’s ‘top picks’ for 2019
Forecast at US$17,000/t in 2021
Wood Mackenzie’s long-term incentive price is around
US$21,000/t
Source: Horizonte Minerals Plc

Soaring nickel prices and supply
woes have now prompted
Goldman Sachs to up its 12-month
nickel forecast from US$16,000/
tonne to US$22,000/tonne.

Nickel has come off its recent highs, which were
pushed up by market reaction to the Indonesia
ban as well as stockpiling from some of the largest
stainless steel producers. One of the key catalysts
for HZM’s share price is the nickel price going
forwards. One can only imagine what will happen
to the nickel price in 2020 once the Indonesia ban
comes into force.

smallcaps.com.au
One only has to look at nickel’s performance in 2019
to see the beginnings of this dynamic in action. As
at writing, the metal is the best performing base
metal of the year, rising 40-50pc to hit a 16-month
high of more than $18,000/t on the London Metals
Exchange in August 2019. This has been driven
by strong demand coming online from both
the stainless-steel and electric battery markets
alongside other factors such as the announcement
of a nickel ore export ban from 2020 in Indonesia.
Indonesia is the second largest producer of nickel
worldwide.
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Modelling Success at Araguaia
Critically for Horizonte, all of the above figures
sit well above the conservative $14,000/t flat life
of mine nickel price used in its feasibility study
estimates. If we apply September 2019’s $18/000/t
nickel price to the project’s first stage, then its free
cash flow over the life of mine jumps from $1.6bn
to $3.02bn. Meanwhile, its IRR grows from 20.1pc
to 31.2pc, its NPV from $401m to $642m, and its

payback period decreases from 4.2 years to 3.2
years. All the while, capital costs remain at $443m.
If we go even further and apply Wood Mackenzie’s
long-term incentive nickel price forecast $20,000/t,
then NPV grows to $1.127bn, IRR to 36.2pc, and
free cash flow over the life of mine hit $3.74bn.
These figures only increase in the project’s stage
two expansion.

Two Stage Expansion Plan for Araguaia
STAGE 1: Feasibility Study
Stage 1 = 14,500 Ni tonnes per annum
NICKEL PRICE
US$16,400/tonne
Capital Cost
Net Cash Flow
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax NPV8
Production Payback
Lowest quartile
C1 Cash Yr 1-10
(Ni Laterite)
All In Sustaining Costs
(years 1-10)

BASE CASE
US$14,000/tonne Ni
US$443M
US$2.4Bn
27.0%
US$691 M
~3 years
US$6,794/t Ni

Capital Cost
Net Cash Flow
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax NPV8
Production Payback
Lowest quartile
C1 Cash Yr 1-10
(Ni Laterite)

US$443M
US$1.6Bn
20.1%
US$401M
4.2 years
US$6,794/t Ni

US$7,326/t Ni

STAGE 2: Expansion
Stage 2 = 29,000 Ni tonnes per annum
NICKEL PRICE
US$16,400/tonne
Capital Cost
Net Cash Flow
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax NPV8
Production Payback
Lowest quartile
C1 Cash Yr 1-10
(Ni Laterite)
All In Sustaining Costs
(years 1-10)

BASE CASE
US$14,000/tonne Ni
US$251M
US$3.8Bn
30.7%
US$1.2B
~4 years
US$6,613/t Ni

Capital Cost
Net Cash Flow
Post-Tax IRR
Post-Tax NPV8
Production Payback
Lowest quartile
C1 Cash Yr 1-10
(Ni Laterite)

US$443M
US$2.6Bn
23.8%
US$741M
4.5 years
US$6,613/t Ni

US$7,130/t Ni
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Given the above data, Martin tells us that it is Horizonte’s timing within the nickel market that sets the
company and Araguaia apart from its competitors:

“

Our development, which has been a combination of discovery
and acquisition, when prices were low meant that we were able
to grow our resource by over 800% in seven years. Now we
have a construction-ready Tier 1 Project with Araguaia. Getting
that timing right is absolutely essential to generate value for our
stakeholders.

“

The Next Steps
Following the $25m royalty agreement Orion
Mine Finance in August 2019, and subsequent
drawdown in October, the market’s attention is very
much focussed on the next steps Horizonte takes
in securing project funding to develop Araguaia.
With the nickel price hovering around $16,000 to
$18,000/t and further supply disruption likely to
come when Indonesia implements its nickel ore
export ban in January 2020, the near term outlook
is positive.

The appeal of Araguaia’s economics is clear and
Horizonte has announced that it is in ongoing
discussions with funding partners, including
commercial banks and industry specialists. With
further updates on this expected over the coming
months, the company appears to be on the crest
of fulfilling its vast potential.
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Contact Us
To find out more please contact Ben:
Email: info@miningmaven.com
Telephone: +44 (0) 208 226 5175
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